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Stick-slip fluctuations in granular drag
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We study fluctuations in the drag force experienced by an object moving through a granular medium. The
successive formation and collapse of jammed states give a stick-slip nature to the fluctuations which are
periodic at small depths but become ‘‘stepped’’ at large depths, a transition that we interpret as a consequence
of the long-range nature of the force chains and the finite size of our experiment. Another important finding is
that the mean force and the fluctuations appear to be independent of the properties of the contact surface
between the grains and the dragged object. These results imply that the drag force originates in the bulk
properties of the granular sample.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The propagation of stress in granular media presen
complex problem which has been the subject of extens
study @1#. An applied external stress results in the develo
ment of an internal structure resisting the stress, a so-ca
jammed state that is dependent on the direction and ma
tude of the stress@2#. The origins of this jamming lie in the
fact that the forces do not propagate uniformly through
granular sample but are localized along directional fo
chains@3–10#, and the jammed state is ultimately charact
ized by the properties of the network of these chains.

In this paper we investigate the jamming of spheri
granular media by analyzing the drag force opposing
movement of a solid object through such media. The obje
motion is opposed by jamming of the grains in front of t
object, but if the applied force exceeds a critical thresh
corresponding to the strength of the jammed state, the ob
moves ahead while displacing the surrounding grains. S
successive breakdowns result in large fluctuations in the d
force at low velocities, which reflect the strength of succ
sive jammed states. Our results demonstrate that the fo
arising from such jamming of the grains and subsequent b
grain reorganization dominate the drag process while
frictional forces at the surface have little effect. Furthermo
the nature of the fluctuations, and thus the strength of
jammed states, can be affected by the finite size of the c
taining vessel due to the long-range nature of the fo
chains. Some of the results have been published previo
@11#.

II. DESCRIPTION OF THE APPARATUS

The experimental apparatus, shown in Fig. 1, consists
vertical steel cylinder of diameterdc inserted to a depthH in
a cylindrical container filled with glass spheres. A com
made of three 5 mm diameter steel rods separated by 20
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gaps is also inserted at 150 mm depth opposite the ver
cylinder with the role of randomizing the medium. Th
comb has the additional benefit of stabilizing the pack
fraction during the experimental runs.

The container rotates with constant angular speed w
the vertical cylinder is attached to an arm that may rot
freely around the rotational axis of the container. Oppos
the cylinder we have a fixed precision force cell@12# which
measures the forceF(t) acting on the cylinder as a functio
of time. We also incorporate a spring of known spring co
stantk between the cylinder and the force cell withk varying
between 5 and 100 N/cm. The purpose of the spring is tw
fold; it allows the force to slowly build up, and with a sui
able choice ofk it dominates the elastic response of the c
inder and all other parts of the apparatus so that the nonlin
deformations will not significantly affect the results. We va
the speed (v) from 0.04 to 1.4 mm/s, the depth of insertio
~H! from 20 to 190 mm, and the cylinder diameter (dc) from
8 to 24 mm, studying glass (r52.5 g/cm3) spheres of di-
ameter (dg) 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9, 1.1, 1.4, 1.6, 3.0, and 5.0 m
The force is sampled at 150 Hz and the response times o
force cell and the amplifier are less than 0.2 ms.

As we will discuss in detail later, the drag force expe

FIG. 1. Schematic view of the apparatus used for measuring
drag force. The grains were contained within a 25 cm diame
rotating bucket as described in detail previously@11#. ~a! Top view;
~b! cross-sectional view.
©2001 The American Physical Society07-1
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I. ALBERT et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW E 64 031307
enced by the vertical cylinder,F(t), is not constant, but ha
large stick-slip fluctuations consisting of linear rises asso
ated with a compression of the spring and sharp drops~sud-
den decompressions of the spring! corresponding to the col
lapse of the jammed grains opposing the motion. In mos
our measurements the angular deflection of the arm du
the fluctuations was around 1° ('one bead diameter!; there-
fore in subsequent discussions we have approximated
spatial deflection of the cylinder as linear. Note that the
experiments are conducted in dense static granular med
opposed to drag in dilute or fluidized media which has be
studied both theoretically@13# and experimentally@14#. In
our experiments, however, all grains are at rest relative
each other and the container for the vast majority of the tim

During the stick process the cylinder is stationary relat
to the granular medium moving with speedv. During this
process the spring is compressed at a uniform rate. Thus
change in the force on the cylinder is described byDF
5kDx5kvtstick . The slip processes, during which the cy
inder moves relative to the medium, are very short wh
compared to the duration of the stick processestslip!tstick
for all depths. Althoughtstick changes with depth (DF hasH
dependence! tslip stays approximately the same, and it
comparable to the characteristic inertial timet in52pAM /k
'0.1 s. As long aststick is significantly larger thantslip the
stick-slip process probes the properties of the material, b
k is chosen very large so that the quantitytstick5DF/kv is
comparable tot in the dynamics will be dominated by th
inertial properties of the apparatus. Additionally,k must be
chosen such that it is much smaller than the elasticity of
apparatus. These conditions impose certain limits for acc
able values ofv and k in a somewhat similar way as wit
sliding surface friction@15#. As we will show later, however
within these limits the average force and fluctuations are
affected by the choice of eitherv or k.

III. DATA ANALYSIS

During each fluctuation the force first rises to a loc
maximum~the stick process! and then drops sharply as th
jammed state collapses~the slip process!. As shown in Fig. 2
we have identified three characteristic types of stick-slip m
tion. These three types, as explained in detail below, ar
follows.

Periodic: The signal resembles an ideal sawtooth sign
The distributions of maxima and minima have narrow wid
that do not overlap within two standard deviations. We o
serve this behavior for beads of diameterdg50.3, 0.5, 0.7,
0.9, and 1.1 mm and depths less than 100 mm.

Random:The signal resembles a random sawtooth sign
The distributions of maxima and minima overlap within o
standard deviation. Only beads of diameter larger than
mm,dg51.4, 1.6, 3.0, and 5.0 mm, exhibit this behavior. W
attribute the appearance of random fluctuations to the fi
size effects associated with both the container size and
cylinder/bead ratio. Because of the complications introdu
by these effects, in the present paper we focus on the o
two regimes and we plan to study this random regime
more detail in another experiment.
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Stepped:The force builds up as a sum of small sawtoo
like steps. Each subsequent maximum and minimum tend
be at a higher force than the previous one, until a large re
ganization occurs that resets the system and the increm
buildup starts again. This behavior can be observed at la
depth (H.140 mm), and the transition from the periodic
the stepped regime can be well characterized. As we
show later, the container diameter has an influence on
critical depth at which the periodic regime changes into
stepped one.

In each of these regimes the quantity (1/v)dF/dt in the
stick processes stays constant and equal tok, thus serving as
strong evidence that during the stick processes the cylind
at rest relative to the granular reference frame. We note
we did not observe precursors to the slip events even for
lowest speeds~0.05 mm/s! and weakest springs~5 N/m!,
cases that offered the best time resolution. We believe
the gradual, plastic yield observed right before slipping
two-dimensional sheared granular layers@18# does not take
place in our system. We have extensively studied both
periodic regime and the transition from the periodic to t
stepped regime.

A. The periodic regime

1. General characteristics

This regime has been observed for all beads withdg
,1.4 mm and depthsH smaller than 80 mm. A characteris
tic data set and power spectrum@the squared amplitudes o
the Fourier components ofF(t)# are shown in Fig. 3. As
discussed below, the power spectra allow us to examine
the fluctuations scale with velocity and spring constant a
also allow us to compare data taken with different cylinde

As seen on the spectrum, the low frequency interva
dominated by the Fourier terms corresponding to the per
icity of the signal. We observe only one or two higher ord
harmonics, while at higher frequencies the spectra exh
power law scaling with exponent of22. Similar scaling was
also observed in sheared granular materials in a Couette
ometry@4#, and is intrinsic to random sawtooth signals@16#.

FIG. 2. Graphical representation of the drag force fluctuation
the three observed regimes, periodic, random, and stepped. Tr
tions between these regimes are determined by parameters
grain size, insertion depth, and cylinder diameter.
7-2
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STICK-SLIP FLUCTUATIONS IN GRANULAR DRAG PHYSICAL REVIEW E64 031307
At high frequencies we see only electronic noise.
In the periodic regime, the signalF(t) is made up by

continuous rises to a maximum value (Fmax) followed by
drops to a minimum (Fmin). As shown on Fig. 4, the widths
of the distributions for the maxima and minima are rough
the same and the histograms do not intersect. We may
sider the separation between the mean values of maxima
minima as a parameter in distinguishing the periodic reg
from the random one. This parameter has a purely statis
interpretation, 4s separation meaning that'96% of the
minima were smaller than'96% of the maxima. The size
distribution of upward and downward jumps~the difference
between the values of consecutive minima to maxima
maxima to minima! is quite similar, as shown in Fig. 5.

We observed no significant correlation between conse
tive values of maxima and minima; thus we may consi

FIG. 3. The signal shape and the power spectrum in the peri
regime (dc510 mm, dg50.9 mm, and depthH580 mm). The
lower graph shows a typical power spectrum for this regime. T
dashed line has the slope of22.

FIG. 4. Distribution of maxima and minima in the periodic r
gime. (dc516 mm, dg50.9 mm andH560 mm.! The large
separation between the peaks of the histograms for the maxima
minima characterizes the periodic regime.
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them independent random variables. The interval-avera
values, computed as the average values of the maxim
minima over an interval~50 points!, however, show a corre
lated overall modulation with an amplitude of about65% of
the total value. Since this modulation affects both t
maxima and the minima identically, it appears to be cau
by small changes of the jamming properties of the medi
in different parts of the container. Such changes might
caused by inhomogeneities in the packing or surface le
associated with inserting and removing the cylinder.

2. Depth, cylinder diameter, and grain diameter dependence

In a previous paper@17# we reported that the drag forc
on a cylinder with diameterdc inserted to a depthH in a
granular bed can be written asF5hrgdcH

2 whereh char-
acterizes the grain properties~surface friction, packing frac-
tion, etc.!, r is the density of the glass beads, andg is gravi-
tational acceleration. We verified this expected depende
of F on dc andH as shown in Fig. 6. The power spectra

ic

e

nd

FIG. 5. Fluctuation~upward rise and downward step! distribu-
tion in the periodic regime fordc516 mm, dg50.9 mm, andH
580 mm. The upward rises correspond to height differences fr
a minimum to the next maximum. Downward steps correspond
changes from a maximum to the next minimum~absolute values!.

FIG. 6. The mean value of the drag force as a function of dia
eter and depth. The force has a quadratic dependence on the
and a linear dependence on the diameter of the cylinderdg

50.9 mm).
7-3
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I. ALBERT et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW E 64 031307
functions of both depth and cylinder diameter are also p
sented in Fig. 7.

When we varied the grain diameterdg our results were
always in agreement with our general formula:F
5hrgdcH

2. In this formula h describes only the surfac
properties of the granular material; therefore, the aver
force is expected to be independent of the grain sizedg . As
we show in Fig. 8. while there is some scattering around
mean for the experimentally measured values ofh there is
no trend corresponding to the change in grain diameter.
period, the time interval between two peaks, is connecte
the change in the force via the formulaT5DF/kv and also
shows a linear dependence on cylinder size~Fig. 9! and a
quadratic dependence on depth up toH580 mm.

FIG. 7. Power spectra for different depths with cylinder dia
eterdc516 mm ~upper graph! and different diameters at depthH
580 mm~lower graph!, both fordg50.9 mm. Data are vertically
offset for clarity.

FIG. 8. The drag coefficienth5^F/dc&/(rgH2) as a function of
bead diameter. These data are forH580, and for each data point w
averaged over five cylinder diameters. The error bars represen
standard deviation.
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3. Scaling with k andv

Since our apparatus allowed us to varyk andv, we first
verified whether the overall behavior of the medium is infl
enced by the choice of these parameters. From a met
ological standpoint, decreasing speed or decreasingk affect
the results in a similar way, by reducing the number of stic
slip events within a certain time interval and thus increas
the time resolution of all such events. We were able to vark
between 5 N/cm and 800 N/cm, and we found that abovk
5100 N/cm the signal started to lose its shape and bec
more and more distorted with increasingk ~see Fig. 10!.

Since the amplitude of the signal and thus the period
inversely proportional tok, increasingk reduced the duration
of the process during which the cylinder moved with t
medium (tstick) to the point at which the inertial effects an
the elasticity of the jammed medium and apparatus were
terfering with the force measurements. This set an up

-

he

FIG. 9. Dependence of the size of upward rises~minima to next
maxima! in the force on the cylinder diameter (dg50.9 mm,H
580 mm).

FIG. 10. The effect of increasingk on the signal. At very high
spring stiffness the nonuniform elasticity of the apparatus w
dominate the response and the inertial effects play an increa
role (H5170 mm,dc510 mm, dg50.9 mm).
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STICK-SLIP FLUCTUATIONS IN GRANULAR DRAG PHYSICAL REVIEW E64 031307
limit for acceptable values ofk. Below this limit, however,
we could not observe any influence ofk on the data. We
verified this assumption by rescaling the spectra correspo
ing to the formulaDF5kvDt. If k andv affect the data only
via this relation then the scaled power spectra expresse
kvP(v)5 f (v/kv) should overlap.

As seen in Fig. 11, the power spectra collapse very w
with k ~for data taken with constantv). A similar scaling
performed for the speedv, with v varied from 0.05 mm/s to
0.5 mm/s, is shown in Fig. 12 (k fixed!. Based on these two
results we believe that the choices ofk andv did not affect
the nature of the force fluctuations measured by this exp
ment, i.e., that the force fluctuations represent static pro
ties of the grains rather than the measurement process.

4. Surface friction and cylinder profile

We varied the friction coefficient of the surface of th
cylinders by using cylinders made from different materia
We tested sand-blasted aluminum and steel, smooth P
glass, and Teflon coated steel cylinders. By this substitu
we varied the static friction coefficient by a factor of'2.5
@19#. The mean drag force was almost identical for all
these cylinders~within 5%! and the fluctuations also showe
no qualitative difference~Fig. 13!.

Thus, it appears that the frictional forces at the surface
an object have a negligible contribution to the drag for
This implies that the fluctuations originate in the bulk of t
medium. It is also noteworthy that the mass of these cy
ders varied significantly~the steel was around three time
heavier than the aluminum cylinder! demonstrating that in-
ertial effects are not significant.

We have also tested the effects of the shape of the ob
on the drag force, and we found similarly unexpected beh

FIG. 11. Scaling withk in the periodic regime. The spring con
stant was varied from 25 to 100 N/cm with the leftmost peak c
responding to the weakest spring (H580 mm, dc516 mm, dg

50.9 mm).
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ior. There was very little difference in the signal profile whe
we substituted our circular cylinder with a half cylinder wi
the plane of the cut perpendicular to the direction of motio
While we do not want to suggest that the force is tota
independent of the shape of the object it is clear that
shape has a much smaller impact than one would ex
from an analogy with the shape effects on the drag in flu
~Fig. 14!. For a more detailed study, see Ref.@23#.

This relative independence of cylinder shape and surf
properties can, however, be explained qualitatively as a c
sequence of the nature of force propagation in granular
dia. As the cylinder advances it has to displace mate
through dilation; thus it has to reorganize the grains in
spatially different positions. Since the force chains have
long-range character, the volume of the material resisting
movement is much larger than the volume of material
gaged in frictional interactions at the surface of the obje
The intergrain interactions are not only independent of
cylinder-grain interactions but they are also far more num

-

FIG. 12. Scaling withv in the periodic regime. The speed wa
varied from 0.05 to 0.2 mm/s with the leftmost peak correspond
to the lowest speed (H560 mm, dc516 mm, dg50.9 mm).

FIG. 13. Effects of the surface friction of the cylinder on th
mean force and fluctuations (dc516 mm, dg50.9 mm). The error
bars represent the standard deviations.
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I. ALBERT et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW E 64 031307
ous. Thus, it is easy to see that they may completely do
nate the dynamics. One can also describe this mecha
based on the energetics of the stick-slip process. The en
stored in the spring will be dissipated in friction at the su
face of the object and in friction among grains far from t
cylinder, as the work necessary to bring them into their n
spatial positions. The number of the grains involved is
affected by the friction coefficient of the object and is on
slightly influenced by the shape of the object.

B. Stepped regime

A striking feature of the data is that the fluctuatio
change character with depth. For smaller grainsdg
,1.6 mm andH,Hc'80 mm the fluctuations are quit
periodic, i.e.,F(t) increases continuously to a nearly co
stant value ofFmax and then collapses with a nearly consta
drop of DF ~Fig. 15! as discussed above. As the depth
creases, however, we observe a change inF(t) to a
‘‘stepped’’ signal: instead of a long linear increase follow
by a roughly equal sudden drop,F(t) rises in small linear
increments to increasing values ofFmax, followed by small
drops~in which DF is significantly smaller than in the rises!,
until Fmax reaches a characteristic high value, at which po
a large drop is observed. This transition from a periodic t

FIG. 14. Comparison of the depth dependence of the ave
force for different surface friction and shape (dg50.9 mm).

FIG. 15. The characteristic fluctuations in the drag force at f
different values ofH for dc510 mm. Note the transition from
purely periodic fluctuations (H<60) to stepped fluctuations with
increasing depth (H>100).
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stepped regime is best quantified in Fig. 16, where we p
the depth dependence of the mean ofDF. In the periodic
regime,DF increases with depth just asF does. As the large
uniform rises of the periodic regime are broken up by t
small intermediate drops, however,DF shows a local mini-
mum and then increases continuously again. The transi
can also be observed in the power spectra as shown in Fi
For small depths the power spectra display a distinct p
characteristic of periodic fluctuations, but these peaks
suppressed forH.Hc in correlation with the changes in th
qualitative character ofF(t).

The transition can also be observed in the histogra
~curves that can be well approximated as Gaussians! depict-
ing the distribution of maxima and minima~Fig. 17!. The
initially well-separated peaks corresponding to an ideal s
tooth pattern widen while the distance between their max
decreases up to the point at which they intersect within l
than 1s separation.

Another useful way of characterizing the structure of t
fluctuations and the transition to the stepped regime is
building return maps, plottingFN

max vs FN11
max ~Fig. 18!. In

these plots, the continuous line shows theFN
max5FN11

max line,
points above it mean that the (N11)th maximum is larger
than theNth one, while points below mean that theNth
maximum is larger than the next one.

As long as there is no relation between consecut
maxima and minima these maps should not show any c
acteristic shape and should form a circular pattern w
Gaussian spread. Indeed, at small depths we do observe
a pattern but with a somewhat elongated structure, the e
gation being probably caused by the previously mention
overall modulation of the signal. At large depths, howev
the blob starts to show a structure associated with
stepped character of the motion, suggesting a history de
dence in the way each jammed state will further evolve.

ge

r

FIG. 16. The transition from periodic to stepped fluctuations
shown through the magnitude of the average dropDF, for two
different container sizes: circles, large container (D525 mm); tri-
angles, small container (D510 mm). The transition occurs a
smallerHc in the smaller container (dc510 mm). The inset shows
the depth dependence of the average drag force fordg51.1 mm
anddc510 mm, and there is no change in slope atHc . The solid
line has slope 2.
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STICK-SLIP FLUCTUATIONS IN GRANULAR DRAG PHYSICAL REVIEW E64 031307
The graphs show that at large depths the majority of
peaks are followed by a peak with an even greater hei
and the increase from one peak to the next one is within
interval that has a well-defined upper limit. Interestingly, th
limit forms a line shifted above and parallel with the line
FN

max5FN11
max . Only at the highest values ofFmax do we ob-

serve values that are smaller, usually significantly sma

FIG. 17. Histograms of force maxima and minima for differe
depths. The periodic regime shows well-separated peaks while
distributions in the stepped regime overlap within one standard
viation.
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than their predecessor. This means that the force always
to first build up to a certain value before a large reorgani
tion can occur.

C. The transition from periodic to stepped fluctuations

The transition from a periodic to a stepped signal is rat
unexpected, since it implies qualitative changes in the fail
and reorganization process asH increases and the existenc
of a critical depth,Hc . An explanation forHc could be pro-
vided by Janssen’s law@20#, which states that the averag
pressure~which correlates directly with the local failure pro
cess! should become depth independent below some crit
depth in containers with finite width. This should not occ
in our container, however, which has a diameter of 25 c
significantly larger thanHc (.10 cm). Furthermore, we se
no deviation in the behavior ofF(H) from F}H2, which
depends on the pressure increasing linearly with the de
~Fig. 16 inset!.

In order to account for the observed transition, we m
inspect how the force chains originating at the surface of
cylinder nucleate the reorganizations. The motion of the c
inder attempting to advance relative to the grains is oppo
by force chains that start at the cylinder’s surface and pro
gate on average in the direction of the cylinder’s motio
These force chains will terminate rather differently depen
ing on the depth at which they originate, as shown schem
cally in Fig. 19. For smallH, some force chains will termi-
nate on the top surface of the granular sample and the s
can be relieved by a slight distortion of the surface. Fo
chains originating at large depths, however, will all termina
at the container’s walls. Since the wall does not permit str
relaxation, the grains in these force chains will be more r
idly held in place. According to this picture,Hc corresponds
to the smallest depth for which all force chains terminate
the wall. When the cylinder applies stress on the medium,
force chains originating at smallH (H,Hc) reduce their

he
e-
.

he
FIG. 18. TheFN11
max vs FN

max return maps for
dg50.9 mm, dc510 mm, and different depths
The straight line is theFN

max5FN11
max line. Points

above the line indicate an increasing trend of t
rises; the points below show a decrease.
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I. ALBERT et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW E 64 031307
strain through a microscopic upward relaxation of cha
ending on the free surface. By contrast, the higher rigidity
force chains originating atH.Hc impedes such microscopi
relaxations. Thus a higher proportion of the total force a
plied by the cylinder will be supported by those force chai
enhancing the probability of a local slip event occurring
large depths. Such a slip event would not necessarily reo
nize the grains at all depths~for example, the grains closer t
the surface may not be near the threshold of reorganizati!;

FIG. 20. Small depth (H560 mm) signal shape for differen
grain diameters. The small grain sizes show a well defined per
icity while the large grain sizes manifest a random patterndc

516 mm).

FIG. 19. Schematic diagram of the force chains perturbed by
presence of the walls. While the figure is greatly simplified sin
the force chains bifurcate and follow nonlinear paths, there is ev
reason to believe that their effective area has a conical shape.
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thus the slip event might induce only a local reorganizat
and a small drop inF(t). The large drops inF(t) would
occur when force chains at all depths are strained to the p
where the local forces are close to the threshold for a
event. This scenario also explains whyF(H) does not
change atHc , sinceF is determined by the collective col
lapse of the jammed structure of the system.

According to this picture, the transition is expected
smaller depths in smaller containers since the force ch
would terminate on the walls sooner~seen Fig. 19!. Indeed,
as we show in Fig. 16, the transition does occur at a de
approximately 20 mm smaller when the measurements
performed in a container 2.5 times smaller~with diameter of
100 mm!. Furthermore, we fail to observe the periodic flu
tuations in any grains with diameters 1.4 mm or larger, wh
is consistent with the suggested mechanism, since la
grains correspond to a smaller effective system size@21,22#.

In Fig. 20 we show how for small depths the sign
changes from nearly periodic to nonperiodic just by cha
ing the grain diameter. Similarly, the large depth regimes t
show a stepped behavior become periodic for grains
smaller diameter~Fig. 21!. This result is consistent with ou
earlier observation that reducing the container size resu
in a decrease of theHc limit.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we have made a detailed study of the fl
tuations in granular drag. We find that the fluctuations

d-

e
e
ry

FIG. 21. Large depth signal shape for different grain diamete
The changes due to the increase in grain size cause the patte
turn from nearly periodic to the stepped stick-slip motion with i
creasing grain size (dc510 mm andH5140 mm except for the
0.9 mm grains which were measured atH5150 mm).
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strongly affected by the long-range nature of the force pro
gation in granular media. The jamming responsible for th
fluctuations originates from a localized applied stress and
results point toward the need for a better understanding
how force chains originating from a point source propag
and disperse geometrically.
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